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Introduction

From the perspective of taxi drivers and airport managers, this paper makes a detailed analysis and solution to the problem of 
airport taxi scheduling during the epidemic of Coronavirus (COVID-19) by using the stochastic decision model. Based on the stochastic 
decision model, the selection strategies of taxi drivers are given by considering the seasonal weather and flight information. Firstly, 
the revenue function is introduced to calculate the revenue of strategy A (line up to pick up passengers) and strategy B (take no 
passengers back to the city) in the same time respectively. For the queuing loss, we give the probability calculation model of the 
average waiting time through the relationship between the number of existing vehicles in the storage pool and the initial number of 
queuing people, the arrival intensity of queuing, the boarding time and the number of boarding people. We get the expressions of the 
expected return under the two strategies and choose the strategy according to the principle of the maximum expected return. Then 
the average arrival intensity of queuing passengers is calculated by the specific data, and then the real-time data flow of queuing 
passengers is simulated. The random decision-making model is verified, in which the accuracy rate of flight peak decision-making 
reaches 100%, the accuracy rate of middle peak decision-making reaches 73.8%, and the accuracy rate of low peak decision-making 
reaches 91.9%. In addition, the impact of waiting volume in the storage pool, the number of people arriving in the queue per hour and 
other factors on the average waiting time of taxis is also plotted. It is found that the waiting volume in the storage pool has a more 
significant impact on the waiting time. Finally, the paper analyzes the sensitivity of the waiting number of the variable storage pool 
in the stochastic decision-making model, and finds that the waiting number of the storage pool is more sensitive to the stochastic 
decision-making model, while the distribution of the number of passengers is not sensitive to the stochastic decision-making model. 
The purpose of this paper is to establish a stochastic decision-making model for airport taxi scheduling by analyzing the influencing 
mechanism of taxi drivers' decision-making related factors during the epidemic of Coronavirus (COVID-19) and to give the choice 
strategy of drivers, so as to maximize the benefits of drivers.

During the epidemic of Coronavirus (COVID-19), the air pas-
senger volume of each country has shrunk, but taxi, as a means of 
transportation with small density and strong flexibility, still plays 
an important role in the process of transporting airport passen-
gers [1,2]. The study of taxi capacity demand, decision-making ef-
fectiveness in different situations, and reasonable allocation of taxi 
resources can not only improve the personal benefits of taxi driv-
ers, airport transportation capacity, solve the problem of passen-

ger detention and improve the efficiency of passenger taxi queuing. 
Moreover, it can be extended to the scheduling analysis of other 
means of transportation to provide valuable reference for efficient 
travel.

Taxi drivers taking passengers to the airport will be faced with 
two choices: A. Go to the arrival area and wait in line for passen-
gers to return to the city. The length of waiting time depends on 
the number of taxis and passengers in line, which requires a cer-
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tain time cost. B. Directly empty and return to the urban area. Taxi 
drivers will pay no-load costs and may lose potential passenger 
income [3]. The number of flights arriving in a certain period of 
time and the number of vehicles already in the “car storage pool” 
are certain information that can be observed by the driver [4].

We need to build a model to solve the following problems: ana-
lyze and study the influencing mechanism of factors related to taxi 
driver decision-making, comprehensively consider the changing 
law of airport passenger number and the income of taxi driver, 
build a decision-making model for taxi driver selection, and give 
the driver selection strategy. On the basis of relevant data, the ra-
tionality of the model and its dependence on relevant factors are 
analyzed.

Analysis and research
From a subjective point of view, the driver will take into account 

the waiting time for parking in scheme A and the length of empty 
return time in scheme B. the time for empty return to the city is 
fixed, and the waiting time depends on whether the arrival time of 
the taxi belongs to the peak, medium peak, or low peak period, and 
also depends on the amount of vehicles in the storage pool.

From an objective point of view, to quantify the time cost and 
benefit of the two schemes, we establish the calculation model of 
the two schemes’ benefit. Then calculate the benefits of the two 
schemes according to the data [5]. Finally, according to the prin-
ciple of efficiency optimization, the decision-making is carried out 
and the scheme with high income is selected.

The core lies in the establishment of revenue function of the 
two schemes, and the key lies in the determination of taxi waiting 
time in scheme A. The time allocation diagram of the two schemes 
is shown in figure 1.

If option A is selected, the driver can neither gain profit nor lose 
the cost of fuel consumption during the period 0t  of parking and 
waiting. The only profit is the fare paid by the passenger minus 
the fuel consumption during the period 1t  of carrying passengers 
back to the city [6].

If option B is selected, in order to ensure the rationality and 
fairness of decision-making, considering that there is a waiting 
time 0t  before the driver returns to the urban area in option A, 
the premise of comparing the benefits of two options is that the 
time taken to implement option B should be the same as that of 
option A. Then the income of scheme B is the income of pulling 

passengers in the urban area in time 0t , and the cost is the fuel con-
sumption cost in the period 0 1t t+  of pulling passengers back to 
the urban area.

By using the above analysis, we can get the decision model and 
give the correct strategy.

Collect the relevant data of taxis in an airport and its city in 
China, on the basis of theoretical modeling and analysis, make cor-
responding decisions by substituting real data to serve real life, 
and analyze the dependence of relative factors according to the 
decision-making process and results [4,7]. Finally, we need to re-
verse verify our decision results. In the verification, we can select 
as many 0t ′ values as possible on the Poisson distribution function 
corresponding to 0t  on the same time node, get multiple groups of 
results, and select the scheme [8]. Finally calculate the proportion 
of decision consistent with decision function which we directly use 

0t  into decision function to evaluate the rationality of this model.

Stochastic decision model
We analyzed the influencing mechanism of taxi drivers’ deci-

sion-making related factors and established a stochastic decision-
making model. Considering the changing rules of airport passenger 
quantity and taxi driver’s income synthetically, the decision-mak-
ing income functions of two schemes A and B are established, and 
the decision variables are solved. Finally, the decision is made ac-
cording to the principle of the best benefit.

Establishment of income function
By analyzing the working characteristics of taxi drivers, it can be 

seen that the time-based card charging mode is widely used in taxi 
charging, and the revenue is P (km/yuan) and the cost is gasolineC
(km/yuan) [9]. It is assumed that there is no fuel consumption cost 
when the taxi stops and waits at the airport, and the time that the 

Figure 1: Control diagram.
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driver can carry passengers in the urban T-period is ( 1)Tα α < , 
and the time that the driver takes to return to the urban area is the 
same as the time that the empty car takes to return to the urban 
area is 1t [10]. 

Income function of scheme A
Income of scheme A = passenger income - queuing loss.

If option A is selected, the driver will have a loss of time cost 
during the period of parking and waiting, namely normal soliciting 
income. The only revenue is the vehicle fee paid by the customer 
minus the fuel consumption obtained by 1t  during the period of 
carrying passengers back to the urban area. Suppose that the in-
come of scheme A is Aw , the waiting time of scheme A in the “car 
storage pool” is 0t , and the driving speed of the car is constant V. 

Then the benefits of this scheme are:

                                                                                                                  （1）

Income function of scheme B
Income of scheme B = urban passenger income - no load return 

to urban area loss.

If option B is selected, in order to ensure the rationality and 
fairness of decision-making, considering that there is a waiting 
time 0t  for the driver in option A before returning to the urban 
area, the precondition for calculating the benefit is that the time 
taken to implement option B should be the same as that of option 
A. Since the return time of empty vehicles to the city is the same 
as that of soliciting customers to the city in plan A, the income of 
scheme B is the income of pulling passengers in the urban area for 
the remaining 0t  time, and the cost is the fuel consumption cost 
during the period of returning to the urban area and pulling pas-
sengers in the urban area [11,12]. In addition, it can be seen from 
common sense that the taxi only carries passengers for a part of 
the time. Therefore, the above assumption is introduced: when the 
driver is in the urban area, the time that the driver can carry pas-
sengers is ( 1)Tα α < [13]. If scheme B is selected, only the 0t  time 
period in the urban area generates the passenger carrying income. 
Therefore, the income of this scheme is:

  0 0 1( )B gasolinew t VP t t VCα= − +                                                              （2）

Decision variable: Waiting time of scheme A
As shown in figure 2, it is shown that the determination of wait-

ing time of drivers depends on two dynamic change processes. One 

Figure 2: Taxi transportation process.

is the change of the number of passengers at the exit. It is objec-
tively analyzed that the change of the number of passengers at the 
exit is affected by many factors, such as weather, flight information, 
the time of passengers staying in the crew hall, whether to pick up 
luggage [14]. The other is the total number of taxis queuing in front 
of the taxi. Because the number is fixed and the value is the infor-
mation that every driver can get, it is not discussed here, and it is 
set as a constant.

Determination of increasing the number of passengers in line 
(N(t)) in the time of exit(t)

Assuming that N(t) satisfies the above conditions, the number 
of people arriving at a certain time node (small time period) obeys 
Poisson distribution, From another point of view, the parameter 

iλ  of Poisson distribution reflects the impact of flight information, 
weather and other comprehensive factors on the growth of queue 
number at this point, that is, N(t)  is Poisson flow [15]. As for the so-
lution of this Poisson distribution function, Since we know that the 
number of people waiting at the exit in a certain period of time is 
C , according to the properties of Poisson distribution, iλ  reflects 
the average number of people growing at this point of time, so we 
can disperse C  to each node in this period through the mathemati-
cal mean, Then the parameter 

iλ  of Poisson distribution function 
corresponding to each time node is obtained, and the Poisson dis-
tribution law of each time node N(t)  is obtained:

 

( ) ( ( ))( ( ) r)
!

t re tP N t
r

λ λ−

= =                                                                  （3）

Analysis of taxi queuing process
For the analysis of taxi queuing process, there may be a peak sit-

uation, a medium peak period or a low peak period[16,17]. Firstly, 
we make the following assumptions:
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The number of people pulled away by each vehicle is fixed value 
k ; the total number of people at the exit at t  time is ( )N t ;

1. The time taken to get on each car is a fixed value µ ; the 
waiting time for taxis in the car storage pool is 

0m ;

2. The number of taxi passengers per unit time is unitC

According to Equation (3), the number of people at the exit var-
ies with time. If there are a total of taxis waiting in the queue ahead, 
the waiting time can be divided into the following situations:

1. When 0( )N t m k≥ ×  (peak): In this case, the waiting time 
is the product of the number of vehicles ahead and the time 
for each vehicle to pick up passengers: 0t nµ=

2. When 0 0N m k< × , at this time, it is necessary to compare 
the growth number of people at the exit at each time(

( ) ( ( ))( ( ) r)
!

t re tP N t
r

λ λ−

= = )with the number of people per 

unit time of taxi, which can be further divided into the fol-
lowing two types:

a. When ( ) unitN t C≥  (medium peak period), the waiting 
time is the product of the number of vehicles ahead 
and the time for each vehicle to pick up passengers:

1. 0t n µ= ⋅                                                                  (4) 

b. When ( ) unitN t C<  (low peak period), the waiting time 
is equal to the total number of people at the exit from 
this moment and the total number of people that can 
be loaded by the vehicles in front of the queue, the 
integral knowledge can be used to solve the problem. 
The formula is as follows:

 

0

0
( )

t
N t dt m k= ⋅∫                                                                                  (5)

Through the above deduction, we can determine the mean val-
ue of the growing population at a certain time through the Pois-
son distribution function. Since the waiting time 0t  depends on 

( )N t′ , according to the properties of the distribution function, we 
can infer that the final 0t  determined at each moment is also obey 
Poisson distribution. The decision is made on the basis of the aver-
age waiting time 0t  

calculated according to this distribution func-
tion. Finally, 0t  is substituted into the income function of scheme 
A and scheme B respectively, { }max ,A Bw w  is the best scheme in 
the mean state.

Decision model
Objective function:

 { }max ,A Bw w  (6)

Decision variables:

0

1 0 0

0 0 1

0

( ) ( )
( )

( )

A gasoline gasoline

B gasoline

t

w t V P C t VP Vt C
w t VP t t VC

N t dt m k

α

α


= − − −

 = − +


= ⋅∫                                           

 (7)

According to equations (6) and (7), the selection strategy of taxi 
drivers can be obtained.

Model verification
We get the flight information data of Wuhan Tianhe Airport 

through the network resources, which can be divided into three 
cases: peak period, medium peak period and low peak period. We 
solve the relevant parameters and choose the scheme respectively. 
The three-dimensional graph of waiting time, the number of ve-
hicles in the storage pool and the number of people waiting in the 
time period are drawn [18]. According to the graph, the main influ-
encing factors are analyzed. Finally, the rationality of the model is 
verified.

Airport data collection
Through Internet resources, we can obtain variables such as the 

capacity of the car storage pool of Wuhan Tianhe Airport during 
the peak period, the number of vehicles queued at any time, the 
number of people queued at any time, and the average passenger 
flow per hour of the airport on March 1, 2020 [19,20]. As shown 
in the figure 3 below is a line chart drawn according to its flight 
information data.

Model parameter determination
Calculate λ value from Poisson distribution for passenger 
numbers at different times

If the time granularity is 1t∆  minutes, there are 
1

60n
t

=
∆

 
time 

granules in one hour [21,22]. In figure 4, the sum of all rectan-
gular areas is ( )N t  and its Poisson distribution parameter is λ̂ . 
The parameter λ̂  satisfies the formula: ˆ( )N t n λ= × , which means 
that the corresponding λ̂  can be obtained by substituting ( )N t  
in peak, middle peak and low peak periods. The results are shown 
in table 1.

^
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Figure 3: Shift timing diagram.

Figure 4: Time granularity chart.

λ̂ 0m 0N
Peak periods [2,4] [40,90] 20

Middle peak periods [1,2] [30,80] 10
Low peak periods [0,1] [10,60] 5

Table 1: Parameter diagram of each period.

Other parameters

Parameter 
value Value Acquiring methods

1t
1h Take the time from Tianhe Airport 

to urban geographic location 
center

v 50 km/h Generally through the airport high 
speed, so take its constant

gasolineC
0.56 yuan/km Available by querying the data of 

Price Control Bureau

Table 2: Parameter reference table.

Stochastic decision model solution
Using the established stochastic decision model, the parameters 

determined in the above steps are substituted to solve the problem.

Solution results
These parameters are substituted into equation (7) to calculate 

the benefits of scheme A and scheme B in peak period, medium 
peak period and low peak period respectively. Compare the values 
of Aw  and Bw ： if A Bw w> , the taxi driver should choose to 
wait. If A Bw w< , the driver should choose to return to the city 
empty immediately. The specific values and decision-making op-
tions are shown in table 3.

0t Aw Bw Selection plan

Peak periods 53.3832 25.6168 A
Middle peak periods 43.6979 35.3021 A
Low peak periods 24.873 54.127 B

Table 3: Decision results in different situations.

Analysis of influencing factors
The above algorithm is used to calculate the change rule of aver-

age waiting time of taxis in Tianhe Airport at different times of the 
whole day on March 1, 2020 under the condition of the change of 
passengers per hour and the change of initial vehicles, as shown in 
figure 5.

Figure 5: Change rule of taxi waiting time.

The dependence of the average waiting time on the number of 
passengers per hour and the number of initial vehicles is shown 
in figure 5. When the number of passengers per hour is more, the 
waiting time of taxi is shorter, and the number of initial vehicles is 
more, the average waiting time of taxi is longer. According to the 
dependence of selection strategy on waiting time, the dependence 
of selection strategy on the above two factors can also be obtained.
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Similarly, the waiting time of the three periods of peak, medium 
peak and low peak depends on the initial vehicles in the storage 
pool and the number of passengers per hour, as shown in figure 
6-8 respectively.

0t Aw Bw
Selection 

plan
Decision con-
sistency ratio

Peak periods 53.3832 25.6168 A 100%
Middle peak 
periods

43.6979 35.3021 A 73.80%

Low peak 
periods

24.873 54.127 B 91.90%

Table 4: Model test results.

Figure 6: Factor dependence diagram of peak period.

It can be seen from the above three figures that: the average 
waiting time increases with the increase of the initial number of 
vehicles in the storage pool; the average waiting time decreases 

Figure 7: Factor dependence diagram of medium peak period.

Figure 8: Factor dependence diagram of low peak period.

with the increase of the number of passengers per hour. And the 
impact of the initial number of vehicles in the storage pool on the 
average waiting time of taxis is greater than the impact of the num-
ber of passengers per hour. 

Test of model result
Because ( )N t  conforms to Poisson distribution, according 

to the transfer effect, the waiting time of option a calculated at a 
certain time node also conforms to Poisson distribution, 0t  is the 
mean value of the corresponding Poisson distribution function, and 
our decisions on the optimal scheme are all based on 0t  [23,24]. 
When verifying this decision method, we respectively substitute 
1000 points on the Poisson distribution function in peak period, 
middle peak period and low peak period into the decision function 
(Equation (6) and (7)) for scheme selection, and get three groups 
of results, as shown in table 4.

The probability that the peak period is consistent with the deci-
sion we made by directly substituting 0t  into the decision function 
is 100% higher, the middle peak period is also 73.8% and the low 
peak is as high as 91.9%, indicating that this method has passed the 
verification and our model is reasonable.

Sensitivity analysis
From the stochastic decision model established in this paper, 

the function relationship between the average waiting time and 
each parameter can be obtained.

Sensitivity analysis of vehicle volume waiting in car storage 
pool

According to the random decision model established in this pa-
per, the functional relationship between the average waiting time 
and each parameter can be obtained as shown in figure 5-8. Among 
them, the waiting volume of the storage pool is a significant factor 
affecting the model. Now, adjust the waiting volume 

0N  of the stor-
age pool according to 5%±  and 15%±  respectively to get 

0N =50, 
60, 70, 80, and keep other parameters unchanged. Execute the ran-
dom decision model again to get the corresponding new functional 
relationship. The functional diagram is as shown in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Sensitivity analysis diagram of vehicle  
volume waiting in car storage pool.

It can be seen from the image that the waiting vehicle volume of 
the storage pool is more sensitive to the stochastic decision model.

Sensitivity analysis on the number of passengers at the exit
In the same way as the sensitivity analysis of parameter 0N , we 

assume that the number of passengers at the exit is subject to nor-
mal distribution and uniform distribution, and other parameters 
remain unchanged. Re execute the random decision model to get 
the image as shown in figure 10.

Figure 10: Sensitivity analysis diagram of number 
 of passengers at exit.

It can be seen from the image that the distribution of the num-
ber of passengers is not sensitive to the stochastic decision model.

Conclusion
In this paper, from the perspective of taxi drivers and airport 

managers, the random decision model is used to analyze and an-
swer the airport taxi scheduling problem during the epidemic of 
COVID-19 in detail. We analyzed the influencing mechanism of 
taxi drivers’ decision-making factors and established a stochastic 

decision-making model. By introducing the revenue function and 
the probability calculation model of the average waiting time, the 
expected revenue expressions under the two strategies are ob-
tained and the strategies are selected according to the principle 
of maximum expected revenue. The optimal selection strategy is: 
Drivers selection strategy A (line up to pick up passengers) in peak 
and medium peak period, and strategy B (take no passengers back 
to the city) in low peak period. The selection strategy is not only 
limited to the number of vehicles and people queuing at a certain 
time point, but also a scheme to get the optimal income by analyz-
ing the dynamic parameter change law. Moreover, the strategy in 
this paper can be used to decide the taxi queuing problem at any 
airport at any time only by adjusting the parameter value. 

Based on the data of all day flight of Tianhe Airport in Wuhan, 
China, the decision results of peak, medium peak and low peak of 
flight, as well as the situation of more, medium and less waiting 
in the car storage pool are solved by using the stochastic decision 
model. The correct rate of decision-making is 100% in peak, 73.8% 
in medium peak and 91.9% in low peak. The three-dimensional 
graphs of waiting time, the number of vehicles in the storage pool 
and the number of people waiting in the time period are drawn. 
According to the graphs, the main influencing factors are analyzed 
and the rationality of the model is verified.

Finally, the paper analyzes the sensitivity of the number of vehi-
cles waiting in the variable storage pool and the number of passen-
gers at the exit in the stochastic decision-making model, and finds 
that the number of vehicles waiting in the storage pool is more sen-
sitive to the stochastic decision-making model, while the distribu-
tion of the number of passengers is not sensitive to the stochastic 
decision-making model.
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